Abstract-Large-scale traffic networks (e.g., computer and communication networks, freeway systems, etc.) can be modeled as graphs in which a set of nodes (with storing capacities) are connected through a set of links (where traffic delays and transport costs may be incurred) that cannot be loaded above their traffic capacities. Traffic flows may vary over time. Then the nodes (i.e., the decision makers acting at the nodes) may be requested to modify the traffic flows to be sent to their neighboring nodes. In this case, a dynamic routing problem arises. The decision makers are realistically assumed 1) to generate their routing decisions on the basis of local information and possibly of some data received from other nodes, typically, the neighboring ones and 2) to cooperate on the accomplishment of a common goal, that is, the minimization of the total traffic cost. Therefore, they can be regarded as the cooperating members of informationally distributed organizations, which, in control engineering and economics, are called team organizations. Team optimal control problems cannot be solved analytically unless special assumptions on the team model are verified. In general, this is not the case with traffic networks. An approximate resolutive method is then proposed, in which each decision maker is assigned a fixed-structure routing function where some parameters have to be optimized. Among the various possible fixed-structure functions, feedforward neural networks have been chosen for their powerful approximation capabilities. The routing functions can also be computed (or adapted) locally at each node. Concerning traffic networks, we focus attention on store-and-forward packet switching networks, which exhibit the essential peculiarities and difficulties of other traffic networks. Simulations performed on complex communication networks point out the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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I
N ENGINEERING and economic organizations, there may be several decision makers (DMs) that 1) generate decisions and control variables by acting on the same system; 2) have access to different information coming from the controlled system; and 3) pursue different goals. Such organizations are addressed in the wide research area called "game theory." As to point 3) , if all the decision makers cooperate on the accomplishment of a common goal, the organization becomes a team and the related optimization problems are named team optimal control problems.
Solving analytically such problems under general assumptions is a practically impossible task. In [1] , Ho and Chu, developing the pioneering work by Radner [2] , gave sufficient conditions for solving a team optimal control problem analytically. Such conditions entail that: 1) the team problem is a linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) one (i.e., the controlled dynamic system and the observation channels on the system state are linear, the cost function to minimize is quadratic, and the stochastic variables are Gaussian) and 2) the information structure is partially nested (i.e., any decision maker can reconstruct the information owned by the other decision makers the actions of which have influenced its personal information).
Unfortunately, most of team organizations do not satisfy the aforesaid sufficient conditions. The paper aims to solve team optimal control problems for specific but very important organizations that are generically defined as traffic networks. The reason for choosing such organizations is twofold: 1) typically, traffic networks cannot be developed within an LQG framework, nor can information exchanges among decision makers be plausibly modeled by partially nested information structures in the sense of Ho and Chu (hence, they constitute a severe test-bed to try solution methodologies for team optimal control problems) and 2) traffic networks are engineering systems intrinsically characterized by great technological importance. Such systems include (among others) the following application networks: -computer networks extending in large geographical areas; -store-and-forward packet switching communication networks; -large-scale freeway systems; -reservoir networks in multireservoir systems; -queueing networks in manufacturing systems. All the aforesaid traffic networks share some characteristics. These networks can be modeled as graphs in which a set of nodes (with storing capabilities) are connected through a set of links (where traffic delays and transport costs may be incurred) that cannot be loaded with traffic above their finite capacities. Traffic flows can be described by continuous variables, even if the "objects" exchanged among the nodes are discrete in nature (e.g., data packets, messages, cars, workpieces, etc.). This is justified whenever the number of objects is so large as to require a macroscopic modeling. As the traffic flows entering the networks are assumed to vary over time, the nodes (i.e., the decision makers acting at the nodes) may be requested to change the amount of traffic flow to be sent to their neighboring nodes. In this case, a dynamic routing problem arises. The control of traffic flows is assumed to be exerted over a finite-time horizon, or, equivalently, at a finite number of decision stages, as a discrete-time model is dealt with. It follows that the routing problem assumes major importance in congestion situations, when the traffic that has accumulated at the nodes must be cleared through the traffic network as soon as possible. However, the finite-horizon routing problem can be extended rather easily to the infinite-horizon case, and be solved approximately after being restated in receding-horizon form.
In a large-scale traffic network, another issue is crucial. If the characteristics of the traffic network (topology, statistics of input-data flows, transportation or transmission costs, etc.) were constant over time, the algorithm to design the routing functions could be implemented at a single computing center.
Instead, if such characteristics may undergo unpredictable changes, the availability of a distributed algorithm enabling the nodes to "adapt locally" the routing functions on the basis of local information constitutes an attractive property.
In this paper, which extends some results reported in [3] and [4] , we focus attention on store-and-forward packet switching networks. Actually, such networks exhibit the basic characteristics of other traffic networks. More specifically, we define the dynamic routing problem as a team optimization problem by introducing a stochastic discrete-time version of the model presented by Segall in [5] (based on a dynamic system in which the queue lengths at the nodes are the state variables) and recently further developed in [6] by adding various types of delay (e.g., processing and propagation delays) to the queueing ones. Segall's model was considered in [7] and [8] , where centralized routing algorithms were proposed. Computationally distributed routing algorithms were presented by Sarachik and Özgüner [9] (their algorithms, however, are valid only for a single destination on a network) and by Iftar and Davison [6] , who presented a routing controller that guarantees the clearing of the queues at the nodes in the absence of external inputs, and keeps the lengths of the queues limited as the external message arrival rates are bounded by certain quantities.
The impossibility of analytically solving a team optimal control problem when the LQG assumptions are not verified and the team information structure is not partially nested leads us to approximate the original problem (which is stated in terms of functional optimization) to a nonlinear programming one. This is accomplished by assigning each decision maker, acting at a communication network node, fixed-structure control functions, in which a certain number of parameters have to be optimized (throughout the paper, the terms "routing" and "control" will be considered as synonyms). Various fixed-structure control functions can be used, i.e., linear combinations of algebraic or polynomial basis functions, nonlinear approximators like feedforward neural approximators, radial basis functions, linear combinations of sinusoidal functions with variable frequencies, etc. How to choose a nonlinear approximator (nonlinear approximators benefit in general from better approximation capabilities than those of traditional linear approximators) for solving a given functional optimization problem is a most important but still unsettled issue. We have chosen neural approximators and optimized their parameters by a stochastic approximation algorithm. Such a choice has been greatly motivated by satisfactory results obtained in solving highly nonlinear optimal control problems [10] - [15] . This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present both a linear and a nonlinear model describing the traffic network dynamics. These models are proved to be equivalent. The optimal routing problem is stated in Section III in terms of a team optimal control problem. In Section IV, we introduce the neural control functions and approximate the team optimal control problem, which is infinite-dimensional or functional in nature, by a finite-dimensional nonlinear programming one. The nonlinear model of the traffic network facilitates the introduction of the fixed-structure control functions. The approximation capabilities of neural approximators are described in Section V. To solve the nonlinear programming problem, a gradient algorithm, based on the concept of stochastic approximation, is presented in Section VI. Two examples of optimal routing problems are solved numerically in Section VII to point out the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
II. MODELING A COMMUNICATION NETWORK
Let us consider a communication network, , consisting of a directed graph with a set of nodes and a set of oriented links. At each node , stochastic messages may be inserted from outside the communication network. Each message has a destination node . Messages are absorbed as soon as they arrive at their destination nodes. We assume that at each node there are queues in which messages are stored for destinations , . Therefore, the network has to be "connected," i.e., each node of the network must be reachable from each other node. (This simplifies the models presented later on; some minor changes allow the number of destination nodes to be smaller than .) We also assume that the rate of messages that are sent from one node to another is updated (synchronously throughout the communication network) by control variables at discrete periodic instants . Up to this point, the communication network may be considered as the discrete-time version of the continuous-time model proposed by Segall in [5] and used in subsequent works. Following [6] , we also take into account the various possible delays (besides the queueing ones) that may occur in a real communication network. More specifically, we denote by the total delay in transmitting a message at node with destination (i.e., the time between starting and ending the transmission of a message), in propagating it on the link joining node to node , and in processing the message at node (i.e., in identifying its destination, inserting it in the queue of messages with destination , and performing the routing computations). We assume that can be rounded off to an integer, that is, to a multiple of the sample period.
On the basis of the above assumptions, we can analyze the dynamics of the traffic network by the linear model or the nonlinear model , both described in the following. As will be seen later on, the two models are equivalent but the nonlinear model is better suited for the approximation approach proposed in the paper as it will allow us to implicitly take into account most of the constraints involved by the use of model . 
where the constraints (2) and (3) are replaced with
and the constraints (4) , it turns out that the constraints (2)-(4) are equivalent to the constraints (9)- (11) . As will be clear in Section IV, the use of model will allow a straightforward elimination of the constraints (9) and (10) . Then, in the remaining part of the paper, we shall address model only. Cost Function: We want to minimize the weighted traffic cost (12) where and are positive weight constants. The cost (12) may also be written in the following form [which will be handled more easily than expression (12) in deriving the control function approximating the optimal one] ( 
13)
Remark 2: The presence of the weight coefficients and allow the cost (12) or (13) to take into account a wide variety of practical situations. If such coefficients are set equal to one, the cost functions give the total time spent (from stage 1 up to stage ) by the messages at the nodes and on the links of the communication network. The presence of the subscript is useful as the time-increasing weight coefficients may accelerate the clearance of a traffic congestion in the communication network. More simply, the coefficients may be time-invariant up to stage and take on greater values at stage , thus resulting in a suitable final cost. Similarly, the superscripts in and may set different priorities on the messages sent to the various destinations. Finally, the pairs in the coefficients enable one to associate possible costs that have to be paid to convey messages through the link joining node to node .
Information Network: We assume that, besides the communication network , there is a second network by means of which the nodes , or rather the decision makers acting at each node at stages (we shall describe their routing actions in the next section) exchange information about the "state of the communication network " [to be more specific, we shall consider , as a single decision maker generating the control variables at stages ]. We call this second network information network and the data exchanged among its nodes information messages. The information network will be denoted by . Such a network consists of a directed graph with a set of nodes and a set of oriented links. We assume the nodes of to be the same as those of or to constitute a proper subset of . (For instance, a node may simply be a destination node; then, no routing is performed at this node, the decision maker does not exist and the node does not belong to .) Instead, the set may differ from . Actually, when considering a communication network, some links of may coincide with links of , but some others may be dedicated links conveying only information messages. If a link of coincides with a link of , it is reasonable to assume that they share the same transmission physical support.
Example 1: Let us consider the communication network depicted in Fig. 1 . Each node 1, 2, and 3 is controlled by a decision maker , . sends and information messages about the amount of ordinary messages contained in its single queue with one step of delay, i.e., at stage , and receive the message . Then, and is made up of the two dashed oriented links shown in the figure.
In general, we shall denote by the information message received by the decision maker at stage and sent to by the decision maker at stage , hence received after steps of delay. is a vector whose components are state and control variables known to but unknown to . In example 1, we have . As information messages are much simpler than ordinary ones, we assume that no capacity constraints are imposed on the links of . For links of coincident with links of , this means that information messages can be conveyed on such links even if the flows of ordinary messages saturate them. As the links of are not subject to capacity constraints, no queues are needed at the nodes of the information network, and the paths of the information messages are fixed, i.e., no routing actions are required.
III. STATEMENT OF THE DYNAMIC ROUTING PROBLEM
When, in the preceding section, we have assumed the existence of an information network by means of which the decision makers exchange information, we have implicitly admitted that the decision makers generate control variables without sharing a common information set. To be more specific, we assume that the decision maker stores in its memory at stage a local information vector, which we denote by , made up of all (or some) state variables it has measured locally and of all (or some) control variables it has generated up to stage . If could store in its memory all the state and control variables, the local information vector would be given by , ; ; ;
. Clearly, the dimensions of the vectors would increase with the number of stages. Then, if the total number of stages is large and if has a limited memory space, the vectors must be modified by assuming that the temporal index takes its values from the set of instants for and from the set for . is a suitable integer related to the maximum number of variables that can be stored in 's memory. Similar considerations should be repeated about the number of information messages [ ] that can be stored in 's memory at stage [ is the set of nodes of the information network that are upstream neighbors of the node ]. However, to simplify the notation and without loss of generality, we shall assume that retains in its memory only the last information vector it has received at stage from its upstream neighbors belonging to . To sum up, the overall set of information utilized by the decision maker , when it generates its control variables, is given by the personal information vector (14) Then the control functions take on the form (15) We can now state the following.
Problem R: Find the control functions (15) that minimize the expected cost [ can be given by the cost (12) or (13)].
Remark 3: It is worth noting that the decision makers generate their control variables on the basis of personal information sets [the vectors ], but they cooperate on the accomplishment of a common goal (i.e., the minimization of the same cost). Then, they can be considered as "the cooperating decision makers of a team," as defined in the work by Marschak and Radner on team theory [2] . As we said previously, we consider as a single decision maker, placed at node and generating control actions at stage . Equivalently, following the work by Ho and Chu [1] , one may consider decision makers . In this context, there would be a team of decision makers, each generating a control action at a single temporal stage. In the following, when convenient and without risk of ambiguity, we shall adopt the context of Ho and Chu. As is well known, team optimal control problems can be solved analytically in very few cases, typically when 1) the problem is LQG and 2) the information structure is partially nested. Problem R is neither LQG nor, in general, characterized by partially nested information structures. Then, it is even more difficult than Witsenhausen's famous counterexample [16] and there is no hope to solve it analytically (see [17] for a numerical approximate solution to Witsenhausen's problem by using the technique described in this paper).
Remark 4: Problem R addresses the case in which the communication network has to be cleared within a fixed number of temporal stages. A no less important problem arises when the network traffic has to be optimized over an infinite-time horizon. In such a case, the cost (12) or (13) should be rewritten letting the final stage go to infinity and averaging the cost also with respect to time. Of course, the weight coefficients and should no longer depend on time. Clearly, under the very general conditions we are dealing with, the infinite-horizon optimization problem becomes even more difficult than Problem R. A reasonable approximation of such a new problem may consist in stating it in the so-called "receding-horizon limited-memory" form. This means that, at stage 0, one has to solve Problem R as it has been stated in this section, i.e., over the time interval . However, only the first optimal routing controls, generated by the optimal functions [see (15) ], are applied at stage 0. Then Problem R is restated over the time interval and, again, only the first optimal controls, generated by the optimal functions
, are applied at stage 1. The optimization problems are restated again and again over the time intervals , , and only the first optimal controls , , are applied, thus defining "receding-horizon" optimal control functions. As to the arguments , , (i.e., the personal information vectors) of such functions, they are made up of a fixed number of present and past measures, past control variables, and information messages. This avoids time-increasing dimensions of these vectors and enables the decision makers to have limited memories. We want to remark explicitly that receding-horizon limited-memory optimal control functions can be easily derived from the functions that solve Problem R (for some preliminary results, we refer the reader to [18] ). Moreover, for the connections between the two types of routing functions and for the approximation of control functions by neural approximators (or by the other nonlinear approximators described in the following), we refer the reader to [15] . In [12] and [14] , stability issues are addressed for receding-horizon optimal control functions in the deterministic case.
IV. REDUCTION OF THE FUNCTIONAL TEAM OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM TO A NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM
As Problem R is far from verifying the assumptions needed to obtain the solution in an analytical way, we give up seeking after optimal functions of the form (15) , and search for approximating optimal functions of the form (16) where the mappings take on fixed structures, and are finite-dimension vectors of parameters to be determined so as to minimize the expected value of the cost (12) or (13) . To simplify the notation, let us aggregate the functions (15) and (16) (18) where , and similar definitions hold for , , and . Quite a natural choice for the fixed-structure functions (18) consists in using linear approximating functions of the form (19) where and are suitable given basis functions. Of course, the components of the vector are all the coefficients . Actually, if the functions are continuous with respect to on some compact sets, the Weierstrass theorem states that these functions can be approximated arbitrarily well by linear combinations, like (19) , of algebraic or trigonometric polynomials, provided that the numbers , of basis functions are sufficiently large. However, as will be seen in the next section, such numbers [hence the dimensions of the vectors ], needed to approximate the functions (17) to a given degree of accuracy, may increase exponentially with the dimension of the argument vector , thus giving rise to the so-called phenomenon of the "curse of dimensionality." Recent results on approximation theory indicate the possibility of avoiding such a heavy drawback. This can be obtained by inserting some "free" parameters also in the basis functions, which take on the form , , instead of (we call them "parameterized" basis functions). Then the vectors of parameters to be optimized become ; ; . Examples of parameterized basis functions, that benefit from both the property stated by the Weierstrass theorem and the possibility of avoiding the curse of dimensionality (provided that the functions to be approximated verify some regularity assumptions, as will be seen in the next section), are the following.
where ; is a sigmoidal function, i.e., a bounded measurable function on the real line such that , .
where . -
Sinusoidal Functions with Variable Frequencies and Phases
where The proof of the fact that the parameterized basis functions (20) - (22), and others are provided with the property stated by the Weierstrass theorem can be found in several papers. See, for example, [19] and the references cited therein. In the following, among the various approximate nonlinear control functions [we denote by the term "nonlinear approximators" linear combinations of parameterized basis functions in contrast with the "linear approximators" (19) ], we shall use neural approximators, that is, linear combinations of sigmoidal functions (20) . Admittedly, there is no specific a priori reason for such a choice. To the best of our knowledge, there is no theoretical result that points out the suitability of using a certain nonlinear approximator rather than another. It is evident that the best choice of a given nonlinear approximator depends on the characteristics of the functions to be approximated. However, we go back to our starting point, as the functions to be approximated are just our unknowns. To sum up, in the problem dealt with in this paper, we have noticed some practical advantages of implementing the control functions by neural approximators, that is, neural networks made up of cascades of linear combinations of sigmoidal functions (20) . Practical benefits result from using a smaller overall number of basis functions (hence a smaller number of parameters to be optimized), faster rates of convergence of the algorithms to optimize the parameters, etc.
Let us now describe in some detail the neural approximator that will be used to implement the control functions (16) . As the decision maker generates, at each stage , a control vector by a neural approximator, the total number of neural approximators is . The neural approximators of decision makers are composed of layers, and, in the generic layer , neural units are active. The input-output mapping of the th neural unit of the th layer is given by (23) where is the output variable of the neural unit , is the sigmoidal activation function, and and are the weight and bias coefficients, respectively. Clearly, the input variables are the components of the personal information vector [see (14) ]. In the following, we shall call "neural routing functions" the mappings made up of the composition of the neural approximators with the normalization operators described by (24) and (25) . More specifically, the structure of neural routing functions is given by and, accordingly [see (18) ], (26) The above normalization operators enable us to remove the constraints (10) . Further, note that the use of the sigmoidal functions ensures the fulfillment of the nonnegativity constraints (9) . Finally, we remove the constraints (11) by adding to the cost (12) or (13) penalty functions of the form (27) where . Clearly, penalty functions of other types may also be used, as well as barrier functions. As we shall use gradient techniques to minimize the cost function, the only condition to be satisfied is that the penalty functions be differentiable with respect to . It follows that the new cost function is obtained by substituting the fixed structure neural routing functions (26) into cost (12) or (13) and by adding the penalty functions (27) . If we address the cost (13), we have (28) where is a positive constant and ; is the vector whose components are given by all the weight and bias coefficients of the neural approximators of the decision maker . Thus the functional optimization Problem R has been reduced to the following unconstrained nonlinear programming problem.
Problem R′: Find the vector that minimizes the expected cost . Remark 5: It is worth noting that constraining the functions (17) to take on the fixed structure (18) , in which the vectors have to be optimized so as to state Problem R′, is an approach that is anything but new in control theory. For example, optimizing some parameters in closed-loop control laws of preassigned form (e.g., linear) dates back to the so-called specific optimal control (see, for instance [20] and references cited therein). Similarly, in LQG optimal control problems, the designer may want to simplify the control law by determining fixed-structure low-order suboptimal dynamic controllers. A survey of computational methods for deriving parametric controllers (for example, Levine-Athans's and Anderson-Moore's methods) is reported in [21] . The method described in this section has a different purpose. Actually, we assign a given structure to the control functions not to obtain a simplified suboptimal solution, but just because we are unable to derive the optimal solution in analytical form. Then, if we used linear approximating functions (19) , our method would turn out to be closer to the classical Ritz method for the calculus of variations (see, for example, [22] ) than to the aforesaid schemes. Of course, our approach makes use of nonlinear approximators instead of linear ones. As will be seen in the next section, nonlinear approximators are in general provided with more powerful approximation capabilities. The satisfactory results we obtained in solving approximately the optimal routing problem as well as some other "difficult" functional optimization problems seem to indicate that our methodology might be an overlooked computational tool to give better results than those yielded by the Ritz method.
V. APPROXIMATING PROPERTIES OF NEURAL ROUTING FUNCTIONS
In Section IV, we have touched upon the fact that neural approximating functions, taking the form of linear combinations of sigmoidal functions (20) , benefit from the approximation properties stated by the Weierstrass theorem. In this section, 1) we consider such properties in greater detail by taking into account that the actual neural routing functions are made of neural approximators followed by the normalization operators [see (26) ], and 2) we try to understand how complex neural routing functions have to be (i.e., how many parameters they have to contain) in order to approximate the optimal control functions , which solve Problem R, to a given degree of accuracy.
As to point 1), the arguments of the functions must take their values from compact sets. In order to demonstrate this, we make the following two assumptions.
A1) The vectors and take their values from given compact sets. A2) The optimal control functions are continuous. Let us now denote by the sets from which the argument vectors of the neural and of the optimal control functions and take their values. Under assumptions A1 and A2, it is easy to prove that the sets are compact, as they are generated iteratively from compact sets by continuous functions.
In the remaining part of the present section, for the sake of notational simplicity and without loss of generality, we consider some given values of the subscript and of the temporal stage , and we drop such indexes from the neural and optimal control functions, the normalization functions, the sets , and the vectors and . Let us assume that the approximating neural functions contain only one hidden layer (i.e., ) made up of neural units and that the output layer is composed of linear activation units. Denote such functions by and the corresponding neural routing functions by [see (26) ]. Although it is well known that neural approximators benefit by density properties in the set of continuous functions defined on compact sets, yet the output of the neural approximators acting at a routing node is represented by the vector . What we are really interested in is to establish the properties related to the functions including the normalization operators [see (24) - (26)]. In this respect, we can state the following proposition (proved in the Appendix).
Proposition 2: Assume that Problem R has an optimal solution and let Assumptions A1 and A2 be verified. Then, for every , there exist an integer and a weight vector [i.e., a neural approximating function and hence a neural routing function ] such that Like the Weierstrass theorem involving algebraic or trigonometric polynomials, Proposition 2 shows that the errors due to the introduction of the neural functions and the normalization operators can be arbitrarily small, provided that a sufficiently large number of neural units are used. In general, results of the type presented in Proposition 2 are very common in approximation theory. More specifically, Proposition 2 states that the functions obtained as composition between the functions implemented by neural approximators and of the corresponding normalization operators are dense in the space of continuous functions defined on compact sets (see, for example, the results given in [19] ). In a sense, this can be regarded as a necessary condition that every approximation scheme should satisfy. However, such results in themselves are not very useful from an operational point of view, in that they do not provide any information about the rate of approximation of the approximation scheme, that is, about the rate at which the approximation error decreases as the number of parameters of the approximating structure (i.e., the number of hidden units in the neural approximators increases.
To address this very important issue, we now apply Barron's results on neural approximation [23] . To this end, let us introduce approximating networks that differ slightly from the ones defined to state Proposition 2. The new networks are the parallel of single-output neural approximators of the type previously described (i.e., containing a single hidden layer and linear output activation units), where is the dimension of the vector generated by the neural approximating function. Then each neural approximator generates one of the components of the vector . For every such that , denote by the input-output mapping of the th of such neural approximators, where is the number of neural units in the hidden layer and is the weight vector. Then denote by the input-output mapping of the parallel of the approximators , where and .
In order to characterize the ability of the functions to approximate the functions , we introduce the integrated square error , evaluated on the domain ( is a probability measure). We assume such a domain to contain the origin. Now we need to make some smoothness assumptions on the optimal control functions to be approximated. Following [23] , we assume that such functions are characterized by a bound to the average of the norm of the frequency vector weighted by their Fourier transform. However, the functions have been considered on the domain , which is a subset of the space , where . Then, in order to introduce the Fourier transforms, we need "to extend" the functions from domain to . Toward this end, we define the functions that coincide with on . Finally, we define the class of functions such that where is the Fourier transform of and is some finite positive constant. Then, in the Appendix, we prove the following.
Proposition 3: Assume that Problem R has an optimal solution , and further assume that , , for some finite positive scalars . Then, there exist positive integers , such that for every probability measure and for every , , there exist weight vectors [i.e., neural approximating functions ] and positive scalars and , such that where and is the radius of the smallest closed sphere (centered in the origin) containing .
It is worth noting that, in a sense, Proposition 3 specifies quantitatively the content of Proposition 2. More specifically, with reference to the th component of any control function , the number of parameters required to achieve an integrated square error of order is , which grows linearly with , i.e., the dimension of the input vector of the neural approximator. It is now reasonable to wonder whether such a property is peculiar to neural approximators or is shared by traditional linear approximation schemes (like polynomial and trigonometric expansions) as well as by other classes of nonlinear approximators.
As to linear approximators, in [23] it is shown that, in the class , functions to be approximated exist for which there is no possibility of choosing fixed basis functions such that linear combinations of them can achieve an integrated square error of lower order than . The presence of instead of 1 in the exponent of may then give rise to the phenomenon of the "curse of dimensionality." However, such a worst-case performance by linear approximators does not occur for functions characterized by a higher degree of smoothness, like functions with square-integrable partial derivatives of order up to (hence they belong to Sobolev spaces), provided that is the least integer greater than (see [24] ). Denote such spaces by . It can be shown [23] that, for these functions, the integral is finite [ are their Fourier transforms]. Then, if is such that (i.e., is a proper subset of ), neural approximators should behave better than linear ones in the difference set . As to nonlinear approximators, approximation properties similar to the ones of the neural mappings described in the paper characterize radial basis functions [25] (for which the centers and the weighting matrices of the radial activation functions can be tuned), linear combinations of trigonometric basis functions [26] (for which the frequencies and phases are adaptable parameters), linear combinations of hinge functions [27] with adaptable hinges, and others. It is worth noting that the aforesaid approximation bound of order is achieved under smoothness assumptions on the functions to be approximated that depend on the particular approximator considered. For each of such assumptions there are specific spaces the functions to be approximated have to belong to.
VI. DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATION OF THE ROUTING FUNCTIONS VIA STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION
It is well known that gradient-descent algorithms with a constant stepsize are particularly suited for distributed computation. Actually, if a constant stepsize a priori known to all the DMs is used, we may assign each a personal processor with the task of updating the components of the "local" parameter vector . This can be accomplished by a gradient algorithm running on each processor. Instead, a gradient algorithm using an optimized stepsize, determined with some line-search technique, would require a knowledge of the entire gradient vector (and not a component-wise knowledge of this vector), thus preventing the use of a computationally distributed optimization procedure. Indeed, in our communication network, distributed computation is a very attractive property, as it enables each decision maker to compute its optimal control function "locally" on the basis of its personal information vector . Then let us consider the gradient algorithm (29) where is a fixed stepsize. However, in our case, to compute explicitly the expected cost and then its gradient as expressed in (29) is a very hard task. This leads us to compute the "realization" instead of the gradient . Then, we consider the updating algorithm (30) where the index now denotes both the steps of the iterative procedure and the discrete-time instants at which the vectors , are generated randomly on the basis of their probability density function . It is worth noting that the probabilistic algorithm (30) is strictly related to the concept of "stochastic approximation." See, for instance, [28] , for a description of this method as well for its convergence properties. Sufficient conditions for the convergence (with probability 1) of stochastic approximation algorithms are related to the decreasing behavior required for the stepsize . Of course, the function specifying how has to decrease as the step increases must be known to all the DMs, if the optimal neural control functions are to be computed in a distributed way. In the examples given in Section VII, we have taken , , which satisfy the convergence conditions; we have also added a "momentum" to (30), as is usually done in training neural approximators ( is a suitable positive constant).
Let us now derive the components of the gradient , i.e., the partial derivatives [see (23)] (31) To limit the notational burden, in computing the partial derivatives (31) (and in choosing the examples presented in Section VII), we address a particular scheme of variables measured by the decision makers and of the information messages exchanged among them. The scheme dealt with is characterized by the following assumptions: a) the local information vector of each decision maker is only given by the lengths of its queues measured at stage , while the past values of such lengths are forgotten (then , and ); b) the information messages received by each decision maker are only the lengths of the queues belonging to its downstream neighbors; such lengths are sent to it with one step of delay (then ). It follows that the routing functions (18) are given by (32) Similar expressions hold for the routing functions (17) . Clearly, more complex schemes of measuring and storing variables and of exchanging information messages among decision makers can be addressed without any conceptual difficulty. To further simplify the notation, in the following we shall drop the index and simply write . Let us define the following variables, which play a basic role in the development of the proposed updating algorithm, and (33) Then, for , the usual backpropagation algebra yields (34) The variables in (34) can be computed recursively as follows (35) where is the derivative of the activation function. The terms take into account the presence of the normalization operators (24 where the partial derivatives and are given by the corresponding (36).
The recursion is initialized by the conditions
On the basis of (37)-(40), we can now detail the updating algorithm. It consists of the following two "passes," which alternate throughout the communication network and inside the neural approximators acting at each node. 1) Forward pass. At iteration , once realization , has appeared (see Remark 6 below), the decision makers distribute the contents of their queues by means of their routing functions. Then, they measure, or determine, and store in the memory all the terms needed for (37)-(40). 2) Backward pass. This computation step is performed throughout the communication network and inside the neural approximators acting at the nodes. Equation (39) explains clearly the messages exchanged for computation: the second term in the summation contains the messages received by the decision maker from the downstream neighbors , and the fifth term is made up of the messages received from upstream neighbors . Once the terms and then have been determined [see (35)], backpropagation can take place within the neural approximator of , enabling it to compute and hence "its local gradient components" by means of (34). can now calculate locally its components of the new vector . Finally, computes and sends to its upstream neighbors ; it also computes and sends to its downstream neighbors . On the basis of the above computational procedure, the following facts are worth noting.
Remark 6: As can be deduced from the mechanism of the forward pass, if the above computation is performed by a single processing center, it is not necessary for the components of the vectors to be independent. Actually, the realizations can be generated by the center on the basis of the known probability density function . On the contrary, if the random vectors , are mutually independent, each routing node can generate locally its realization at iteration of the algorithm, thus determining its personal control function. Clearly, the foregoing holds true for an off-line computation of the control function. For an on-line computation (or adaptation) of such routing functions, the random variables are generated by the stochastic environment, hence no knowledge of the probability density functions is required. It follows that the mutual independence of vectors is not a necessary condition for the distributed computation to be performed by each decision maker.
Remark 7: It is interesting to compare the results established in (37) to (40) with those previously reported in the literature. Equation (38) may remind one of the routing algorithms proposed by Gallager [29] . His model, however, is quasistatic, in the sense that the routing nodes do not react instantaneously to changes in the entering traffic flows, but they update periodically their routing functions by following the variations in the expected traffic and in the topology of the communication network. Such a model involves no queues, and the problem is stated in a deterministic context. To be more specific, in (39), the first and the third terms within curly brackets are related to the marginal costs appearing in Gallager's algorithm. Of course, equations (37) and the first and third terms in (39) are new, as they are associated with the presence of the queues. The fourth term in (39) takes into account the capacity of the routing nodes to react instantaneously to changes in the queue contents by means of the neural approximators. A similar term was present in the algorithm proposed in [3] (also this model involved no queues). Finally, the fifth term in (39) is completely new, as it takes into account the influence of on the upstream neighbors through the message . This term is specific for the particular mechanism of exchange of information messages among the team members. If other mechanisms were chosen, minor changes in such a term should be made.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, two examples are given to illustrate the potential of the methodology proposed to solve optimal routing problems in informationally and computationally decentralized communication networks. The criterion we have followed in choosing the examples has been suggested by the necessity for comparing the results obtained by our approach with those attainable via available analytical or numerical techniques. Therefore, the first example addresses a simple communication network (without delays on the links) for which it is easy to derive the optimal solution in analytical form (such a network has already been studied in [4] ). In the second example, a more complex communication network is considered, for which no computational techniques seem to be available to derive the team optimal routing functions. For this reason, we have assumed that no stochastic external inputs enter the nodes. This makes it possible to state the optimal routing problem within the framework of model , and hence to solve the related routing problem with linear programming techniques (once an initial state vector has been fixed). For both examples, we assumed the information network to take on the structure chosen to derive (37)-(40). Then, the team control functions are given by (32).
Example 1 (continued): Let us reconsider the communication network shown in Fig. 1 . Each of nodes 1, 2, and 3 are controlled by a neural routing function containing a neural approximator with two hidden layers of five units. The architecture of these approximators was determined experimentally by progressively increasing their complexities until no significant decrease in the expected cost function occurred. We assume no delay in sending messages to be present (then, the state variables are only given by the queue lengths) and a single destination (node 4) to exist.
We first assume that no traffic inputs are present. The initial queue lengths and are mutually independent random variables, uniformly distributed between 1 and 9 and between 0 and 3, respectively, and . The control stages are and the weight constants included in cost (28) the correctness of the proposed method, a preliminary routing problem is addressed, in which the nodes are controlled by an informationally centralized control function. This means that the three routing nodes exchange among them the values of their queue lengths. Then, at each stage , the three neural approximators acting at the nodes are fed with the same input vectors, that is, . Before explaining the computation of the neural routing functions, we solve analytically such a centralized routing problem. Thanks to the simplicity of the communication network, the following optimal functions are obtained:
, , , , , where and represents the cost due to a permanence in the queue of node 1 from time to time .
The analytical form of the control functions enables us to derive easily the corresponding trajectories of , , and for any initial value of the queue lengths. By substituting these trajectoriesintothecost(13)andbyaveragingthiscostoveralarge number of different, randomly selected, values of the variables and , we obtain an approximation for the minimum expected cost, which is pictorially indicated in Fig. 2 by the horizontal dash-dotted line. In the same figure, the convergence behavior is depicted for both the informationally decentralized case (dashed line) and the centralized one (solid line). As can be seen, the cost for the centralized case converges to the minimum value, obtained analytically, and the cost for the decentralized case converges to a higher value, as expected. The difference between these two values can be considered as the cost due to "the dispersion of information" in the team organization.
With reference to the expected cost behavior shown in Fig. 3 , this cost has been split into the two terms: the dashed line indicates the term due to the contribution of the penalty functions [see (28) ], and the solid line indicates the "process cost," i.e., the cost due to the permanence of the packets in the queues. The total cost is indicated by the dash-dotted line. Figs. 2 and 3 show periodic steps in both cost behaviors. This fact is due to periodic increments of the constant multiplying the penalty functions . As is well known, these functions must be handled carefully in order to avoid an ill-conditioned use of the gradient method. The learning procedure is started using a low value of . Once a reasonable convergence of the cost has been obtained, the value of is increased (clearly, also the cost increases because of the more severe effect imposed by the capacity constraints), and a second training phase is performed. The procedure goes on until the learning mechanism becomes independent of the constant . During the learning procedure shown in Figs. 2 and 3, this constant was increased 14 times from the initial value to the final value . It is worth noting that the main purpose of the examples 1 and 2 is to stress the potential of the proposed methodology and not to describe particularly fast learning algorithms. For this reason, the very simple and rather slow gradient algorithm (30) has been used, which however exhibits nice stability properties (i.e., no excessive oscillations in the initial part of the learning procedure, low sensitivity to the randomly chosen initial values of the weight vectors, etc.). Therefore, one can expect that the development of more sophisticated descent algorithms will notably increase the convergence speed. Fig. 4 presents the traffic flow as given by the optimal neural routing function [see (5)] , at stages and . The variable has been kept constant at the value 3 for graphical reasons [anyway, it weakly affects ]. Consider now the case in which stochastic traffic inputs enter the routing nodes. In the present example, we model these inputs as mutually independent random noises uniformly distributed (u.d.) between 0 and some different values corresponding to different signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios. By the terms "signal" and "noise" we mean the variances of the state components , , and , and of the random traffic inputs , , and , respectively. Then, for every fixed S/N ratio, a simple algebra yields the values . In particular, we consider the following three cases.
Case 1 In the above cases, input is assumed to be uniformly distributed between 0 and 0.3. Fig. 5 shows the cost behaviors during the learning phase: they correspond to the different levels of the traffic inputs previously introduced. In the three cases, we observe similar convergence behaviors. As expected, when the S/N ratios decrease, the minimum cost converges to higher values.
Summing up, the optimization algorithm converges to the optimal value of the cost in the centralized case (in which analytical results can be obtained). Moreover, in the decentralized case (once the levels of traffic inputs have been set to specific values), the algorithm converges to a single value of the cost, irrespective of a large variety of randomly chosen initial weights of the neural approximators. These two facts lead us to believe that the proposed neural control functions are good approximators for the optimal ones.
Example 2: To show the effectiveness of the proposed method even for a larger number of nodes in the communication network and when messages are delayed on the links, let us consider the communication network shown in Fig. 6 , where links are labeled by their capacities and the related delays are indicated by the numbers within the brackets. There is only one destination, corresponding to node . As is evident, many loops are present in the communication network. Not to complicate the figure, the information network is not shown.
No stochastic external inputs entering the nodes are present. The initial lengths of the queues have been assumed to be uniformly distributed between 0 and 10 and generated accordingly. The other components of the initial state , i.e., the traffic flows , have been generated verifying the capacity constraints on the communication network links. The control stages are . The cost coefficients are , , and , . The control function at each node has been given a neural approximator with one hidden layer made up of 25 neural units.
Owing to the complexity of the team optimal routing problem, no analytical tool is available to derive the optimal solution in closed form. To verify the correctness of the results obtained by the proposed methodology, we chose a sufficiently large number of values of the initial state vector. For each of such values, we solved a linear programming problem based on the linear model . The expected value of the cost function was obtained by averaging the optimal cost values derived by solving the linear programming problems, and was considered as an approximate value of the minimum cost for the centralized optimal routing problem. This value ( ) is shown in Fig. 7 by the dotted horizontal line. In the same figure, the behavior of the cost, during the optimization phase of the neural approximators by the algorithm (30), is presented (dashed-dotted line). As in the previous example, the value of the coefficient was increased eight times in the optimization phase (here from a value to a final value ). Convergence of the cost was obtained at the value . This value is not far from the value of the optimal cost in the centralized case. The small difference between the team optimal cost and the optimal centralized cost indicates that the team decision makers' scheme for measuring state variables and for exchanging messages (i.e., the structure of the information network ) is quite efficient.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The "neural" control functions described in the paper exhibit the following basic features. -
The routing decision makers acting at the nodes generate control actions as the cooperating members of a team: this meets a very realistic requirement for largescale traffic or communication networks. -
The team functional optimization problem has been reduced to a nonlinear programming one that can be solved via a distributed computation scheme. This means that each decision maker can compute (or adapt) its "personal" control function "locally" on the basis of a small amount of data, like the lengths of the node queues and possibly the information messages received from some other decision makers, typically the neighboring ones. Then time-varying statistical characteristics of the traffic inputs, link and node failures, movable positions of the nodes in the networks, etc. can be faced quite easily. -If the optimal routing problem has to be addressed within an infinite-horizon framework, only minor changes in the overall control scheme are required. The "receding-horizon" problem can approximate the infinite-horizon one to any degree of accuracy, provided that a sufficiently large number of control stages (i.e., the number of the neural networks making up the sliding decisional chains of each routing node) are inserted. The proposed method has been specialized on a specific model of traffic network. Actually, it is rather independent of the model dealt with. The essential properties of the method rest on the reduction of the original functional optimization problem to a nonlinear programming one and on its solution by stochastic approximation algorithms. Such properties make it possible to face a variety of traffic networks and, more generally, of informationally and computationally distributed optimization problems, where decision makers have to act on the basis of "local information" and to adapt their control laws by "local computations."
APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 1:
Let us first remark that, for any admissible initial state vector , both models and drive the system to a sequence of nonnegative queue lengths . Suppose that, for a given time , the two models share the queue lengths . As to part 1) of the proposition, we must prove that for any admissible control variable of model [i.e., if the constraints (9)-(11) are satisfied], the functions (5) yield admissible control variables [i.e., the constraints (2)-(4) are satisfied], and that the opposite is performed by the functions (6) and (7) . By multiplying (9) by , we obtain . Then, by using (5), it follows that satisfies (2). Moreover, from (9) and (10) it follows that (A1) Then, by multiplying (A1) by , we obtain Hence, due to (5), also (3) is satisfied. Equation (4) immediately follows from (11) . Let us now assume the control variables to be admissible. As to constraint (4), the terms in the summations corresponding to indexes for which are zero in virtue of (3), and thus are the corresponding terms in (11) . Then one has only to consider the terms for which . Multiplying and dividing by and using (6), (11) follows. Inequality (9) derives from (2) and (6) for . As to the control variables , let us consider two cases. 1)
. From (6) we have ; then, from (7), it follows that . 2)
. By dividing the constraint (3) by , we obtain . Then, from the functions (6) and (7), it follows that . The equality constraint (10) is trivially satisfied thanks to the functions (7). Considering (8) and using (5) and (7), (1) is easily obtained. Thanks to the one-to-one correspondence established in part 1) of the proposition, part 2) immediately follows.
Proof of Proposition 2:
It is well known that smooth functions can be approximated to any degree of accuracy by neural approximators based on sigmoidal activation functions, containing only one hidden layer, and with the output layer composed of linear activation units, provided that the functions to be approximated are continuous on compact sets (see, for instance, [19] and the references cited therein). Then, for every , there exist an integer and a weight vector , [i.e., a neural approximating function ] such that (A2) Now, note that, for any optimal routing function , we obtain immediately [see (24) ]. Moreover, the images of the compact set via the continuous functions and are compact. Hence, by using the Heine-Cantor theorem, it follows that the function is uniformly continuous. Then, for every , there exists , such that if , then
The proof is completed by combining (A2) with (A3).
Proof of Proposition 3:
We refer to the following theorem, proved by Barron (see [23] where , being the radius of the smallest closed sphere (centered in the origin) containing .
Let us recall the definition of the normalization operator (24) and let us denote by the th component of the vector function [see (26) ]. The functions correspond to the functions [see (24) ]. More precisely, let us denote by the set of indexes such that is associated to the destination . Now, note that the functions are Lipschitz, provided that . As , from (A2) we conclude immediately that there exist suitable values such that, for any , weight vectors exist such that ; then a Lipschitz constant exists for each function , on the domain . We obtain
The proof can now be concluded by using (A4) and setting . Derivation of (37)-(40): To simplify the notation, let us first define Cost (28) is influenced by only through . Then, from (8) and definition (33), we can derive (37) as follows:
In the same way, we obtain (38) by observing that cost (28) 
As to the first term in (A5), we observe that depends on both "directly" and through the functions , as given by (32). Then we can write (A6)
As to the second term in (A5), considering (8) and (32) The third term in (A7) represents the variation in the cost (or ) implied by a variation in the input to the neural approximator of the decision makers , that is, by the variations in the variables . Therefore,
Then, considering (5), and substituting (A10), (A8) and (A9) into (A7) and then (A6) and (A7) into (A5), we obtain step step step (A11)
As in deriving (A10), note that the term in curly brackets in (A11) represents the variation in the cost implied by a variation in at the input to the neural approximator of , that is, by a variation in . Then we can write it as (A12) Substitution of (A12) into (A11) yields (39). Finally, (40) is easily obtained as follows:
